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The People of the Horizon …  
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cited: Dawson’s creek in brief segments; & cited: My So Called Life 

theme: without remembering or remembering but re-seeing or seeing the rest of the shoe; sorry? 

Show.  
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criminology through the movie/show stream … , fashion innuendos , regular enough reality inclusion to 

personal connected narrative for comprehension through personalization which is further development 

of personals such as; personas … ; cinema explanations of divorce ; like from like almost like like that like 

fictional like  

 

Source, citation: [through youtube] https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lj_UqZP1TFg, as accessed on 

52518 

 

in the beginning; is it a far travel? …  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lj_UqZP1TFg
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with a whole universe in just eye’s view; my god; is cited: Dawson, or Shiva ? 

he says; he doesn’t want her to get m:  “the wrong idea:” 

and then the trigger memory; is that they are already having Sex? or not; and do you think that isn’t just 

a cover not for Sex …, but for … uh? [who is they and how many theys relevant are there] 

                  She and Dawson are more than , that … 

Then brunette returns to Old Lady that looks very manly … no offense: or maybe it’s not the brunette 

that returns to Old Lady …  is it the matching in incest like appearance Blonde and is that those two or 

three live together? Uh, can’t recall that Well; as in draw a well.  

So the main objective is: even when it is a location? 

Who is cited: Dawson [Creek] of the already seen list; or the upcoming seen list: it’s  

The blond Dude;  

and can you see the signs of LGBTIQ love; because I can; and what are they … besides the manly 

appearance of the old lady; how about the clothing … I mean sure I dressed that way as a young girl or 

adult lady; but I was born gender deviant; and like all deviances that’s how we got men in robes; so 

thank me or this fashion demonstration of cross-dressing. Bug, you can wear pants underneath.  

 

and what about the romantic closeness for however old they are supposed to be: sure that can happen 

in childhood; but as a usual habit; that seems at this level of closeness in uh romance; inaccurate as a 

depiction of childhood; …  

the Old Lady is at least! wearing a skirt … what do you think about Brunette: Joey’s name combined with 

her movement form in running … ? what if we looked deeper and this were concealed portions of a 

surveillance video from Constellation like uh … G [what is that] 

the language hardly sounds like English tho’ we do hear spoken English; the house looks just like the set 

of that cited: Maverick thriller … of course; there can be re-usings of set or something; but that’s a large 

piece of Universe connected in movie cues to war service, and all the when; bet especially Bert 

escalated around this upcoming war holiday.  

 

The most interesting thing in this review brief viewing access: is how un-interesting the adults’ lives 

seem [even unrepresented adults and in this segment brief]; I don’t know about you; but my life has 

only become more interesting and not less as an adult; although my childhood life was heavily 

romantically induced and I’m not sure if that’s really what made it that interesting …  
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The Main Characters as basic drama review [in this brief segment]:  [please the obvious; correlates to 

identity recognition without necessary regular personal characteristics think is this really how his 

expression manifests] 

Old Lady or Old Lady Skirt 

Brunette “Joey”  

Blonde appearing almost like a sister in appearance and appearance interaction but not interaction to 

main Blond “Dawson”  [“Creek”] 

A mystical backdrop universe   … “dawson” ?  

 

The Main Effects in Criminology  

The Environment around (cited : )Dawson’s house is important even considering wealth; it’s too 

encompassing to mean wealth; rather it means entropy in catching crime … no joke;  

Markers to look for: incest? Hate crimes toward adults who aren’t that elderly or are elderly; picketing 

wealth despite earnings …  

theme: uh, how do you get that; … catch unjust crime.  

theme music citation: cheryl blossom teen idle  

 

Part Two. The Correlative Relational Theory of how regular romantic even rumored uh “love” is not in 

sync with criminology according to this brief segment of … cited: My So-Called Life 

Source, citation: [through youtube] https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wSUBeyp4I-Q as accessed on 

52518 

 

He loves her despite the “flaws” her “flaws”  

How about you; do you love all of here; despite the many injustices that have existed and or do exist; 

and hopefully not [my opinion] will exist. [all of here can also mean expansively the horizon-s’ 

interaction with you, the people of the horizon, etc.] 

 

Literature Review from 17: In personal empowerment from the direction of him: and the feeling of his 

“love” toward the object “her”  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wSUBeyp4I-Q
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Uh, Drama Theory: His reality interaction [like even in his mind is a reality and reality interaction] 

 seems to imply that a “her” or even anybody can only be loved if they were “flaw” –ed. In reality 

interaction; we always? have the diving Divine intersection; and so try telling whoever is God-Divine 

that; a comparative “he” will only let those be loved [applied more expansively] in his personal 

spectrometer attempt at existence trajectory if they are “flaw”-ed and possibly in romantic relationships 

[at least!] that’s we have … 

 Divorce. & that does not mean, that Divorce is illegal. Instead; if you aim to become non “flaw”-ed in 

actuality; you may not be uh … according to this “him” or others like him: people of the horizon or 

rather current, past [most] people of the horizon … able to experience my god “love” like even holy … 

Self “love” 

                    Where personal empowerment meets assessment of actualized and actualizing time-

traveling reality: the travail.  


